
The Matrix service trolley impresses with its perfect work-
manship, an extremely solid and robust design, as well as 
an excellent price-performance ratio. The extra-large interior 
has two extendible trays and a storage grate and offers ver-
satile storage space for storing detergents or other utensils. 
The lockable door ensures maximum safety in the object 
and guarantees a modern and discreet appearance at all 
times. Thanks to the extra-large rubberised 100 mm castors, 
the Matrix can be moved effortlessly and safely at any time, 
even when fully loaded. 

   Item no. 

MATRIX  304.001
4 x 5-litre buckets with handle in red, blue, green and yellow
2 x 17-litre buckets with handle in blue and red
Mop press, side storage support for mop or broom,
laundry / garbage bag with zipper
Two storage trays and one storage grid with a lockable door

STANDARD KIT:
5-litre bucket with handle in blue  304.013
5-litre bucket with handle in red  304.014
5-litre bucket with handle in green  304.015
5-litre bucket with handle in yellow  304.016
5-litre bucket with handle in red  301.220
5-litre bucket with handle in blue  301.221
Laundry / waste bag with zipper  304.022
 
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Waste separation for MatriX / Matrix XL  304.024
Mop box, double chamber  304.011
Warning sign symbol (10 pieces)  302.015

The rear castors have two individually lockable parking bra-
kes and secure the Matrix from unintentional rolling away 
when parking. The practical storage for cleaning plans, the 
easy-to-empty laundry/garbage bag by zipper, as well as 
the many brackets and clips make the Matrix a reliable and 
universally applicable companion at your side. The optio-
nal mop boxes are particularly recommended in health-cri-
tical areas such as hospitals, nursing homes and medical 
practices.

Fully equipped lockable service trolley

Practical support surface 
and storage for cleaning 
plans.

Lockable doors ensure safety 
during operation and in the 
case of parked service cars.

Laundry or garbage easily 
removed using a zipper.

Optional waste separation 
Item no. 304.024

TECHNICAL DATA MATRIX
Measurements 127 x 65 x 116 cm
Weight 32 kg

MatriX

Rubberised metal castors 
with locking brake

Advantages:
• safe, hygienic and non-contact pick-up of the mop covers
•  mop covers are evenly soaked at all times and guarantee con-

sistent results
•  pressing out of mop covers and carrying along cleaning water 

becomes unnecessary
• hygienically safe cleaning of health-relevant areas

Standard four-bucket system
discreet, attractive design with extra-large space
two stable extendible storage trays, adjustable
extension height 
Optional mop boxes can be carried on the Matrix












Optional mop boxes boxes for 20 wipe covers per box. 
Ideal for hospital cleaning or other areas with high hygiene 
standards. Item no. 304.011
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